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Initiative

5The Brake & Tyre Watch team members together with the Traffic Officials gather in
front of the Freightliner Argosy to celebrate a successful training exercise for all.
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Kimberley's cops

showed great

enthusiasm

With only three trucks having passed out of the 10
trucks tested at the last Brake & Tyre Watch training event
held for Traffic Officials in Kimberley, the best news to
emanate from this event was the total enthusiasm of
the group of cops who attended the training. They were
all just so keen to absorb knowledge and information
writes Patrick O’Leary.

T

he historic Kimberley City Hall
was the venue for our first
day’s theoretical training and it
was a day of great interaction
between our expert trainers
from our various partner companies
and the group of cops who attended.
The second day we all met at the
Kimberley Vehicle Testing Station for
the practical training where the cops
could put into practice what they had
learnt in theory the previous day.
The dismal results achieved were
positive in one sense – and one sense
38

only: The cops were able to check
hands-on the numerous faults that
contribute to so many small and big
rigs being unroadworthy. From having
no brakes – yes NONE – to ABS cables
disconnected, tyres worn down to the
beading and the many other signs of
maintenance neglect were there for all
to see.
The usual display of faults once again
highlighted the fact that operators are
not paying attention to the maintenance
of their rigs.What is it about the trucking
environment that let’s operators feel

5Enthusiastic interaction was the

order of the day during the theory
session with the group of cops eager
to answer - and ask - questions during
the various presentations. All our
expert trainers were highly impressed
with the eagerness of the cops to
learn and absorb as much knowledge
as they could. It was really a great
group.

they can run trucks on public roads
without them being roadworthy? It
never ceases to amaze us!
Probably one of the reasons is
because they know they will seldom
get stopped by the cops and have their
trucks inspected on the side of the
road.Well, in Kimberley, that has now
come to an end.The cops there are
now well versed in doing a quick roadside inspection to look for the tell-tale
signs of maintenance neglect. If they
are not happy, they will then direct the
truck to the testing centre for a full
inspection.
That’s how success will be achieved
as the cops do not have the necessary
equipment out on the roads.What
they do have – and especially after this
training – is the knowledge to spot
suspicious signs on trucks that will
prompt them to escort them for a full
test.We’re sure Kimberley is going to
follow this route in the future. It’s the
best way to go! q
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5BPW’s George Hartman,

5Mercia Bloem of Standard 5Wabco’s Johan Van Der
hands a gift to an enthusiastic Bank with a happy delegate. Merwe gives out a gift.
participant.

A good

5Steven Norris of

Bridgestone presents a prize.

listener
gets rewarded

5Paul Nordengen of SARF always

5Dirk Meyer of Freightliner

highlights the bigger role of cops in
society. It’s not only about issuing
speeding fines. Here he is with his
prize winner.

with a prize winner.

5The ever enthusiastic Walter Mukombe of HCV

5It’s lunchtime in the
Kimberley City Hall

is always a great contributor to these training
events.
3Craig Proctor
Parker of Accident
Specialist jokes
with one of the
cops

6Smiles all round, from left:

Tebogo Makofane and Siphiwe
Thekisa of Imperial’s Active
Education who are always
there to help; seen here
with the delightful Elizabeth
Nikeru from HCV who on the
practical day made the drivers
feel welcome while their rigs
were being inspected.

3We always serve up

good food after the hard
work.
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This is what

drives
on SA's

roads
5It may look OK from the outside but
get under it and that’s where you’ll see
the truth.

5All tyres were squashed down

indicating an overload – and it was, by
some 7tons.

What is it that let’s some
operators feel they can
run trucks on public
roads without them being
roadworthy. Look at
the photographs on this
page which show a total
derelict of the operator’s
duties and responsibilities.
It’s the pits. This truck
was discontinued – no
brakes, illegal tyres and
overloaded – plus more.

3Note the wear on this steering axle

tyre is down to the beading. Dangerous
and illegal.

5Big gap and broken brake lining equals
no brakes.

5Note there’s nothing in the brake
3The beading can also be seen on this drum. This makes one so mad as it is a
tyre which makes it illegal.
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potential killer on the roads.
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3This guy was brought in with a load

that was over the legal height. Go under
a bridge and that load falls onto the car
behind. Lovely old Leyland though.

5Pick a cable and connect it to

anything and it will be an improvement.
ABS useless.

5How’s this for a messy weld

job. Chassis welds are actually
illegal but if you look at this
one, it is dangerously illegal.
Whoever did this must have
been practising – or just trying
out welding for the first time as
a new experience never to be
repeated. This cross-member is
rendered absolutely useless by
this shoddy workmanship.
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5TOP RIGHT: The practical day gets

off to a good start with our expert
trainers leading their teams through the
demo rig to show what components to
look for to indicate potential faults.
5ABOVE AND LEFT: A full test of
the braking on each axle is done on the
brake roller tester. On this one, the mass
was OK but the brakes failed as can be
seen from the printed out test result
sheet on the left. It is imperative that the
cops and the test centres work together
as a team to clean up our roads.
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A salute to Freightliner

5Every team gets the chance to inspect

the underside of a rig in the pits. It is here
that the real faults are found.

FleetWatch salutes Wabco,
Bridgestone, BPW Axles, HCV,
Standard Bank, SANRAL,
MiX Telematics, the SA Road
Federation and the Imperial
Road Safety programme for
their passionate participation as
partners. A big thanks must also
go to Craig Proctor Parker, of
Accident Specialist, who gave up

his time to be there as an expert
trainer. He also donated a full
accident investigation ’kit’ as one
of the prizes. Our manufacture
partner for this event was
Freightliner who provided us
with a magnificent Argosy and
trailer as our demonstration rig.
Thank you to all our partners for
making all this possible.

Thanks to Gariep Motors, Kimberley!
5The adjustment bar of the left

automatic slack adjuster has come out of
its bracket. It can’t adjust. And note the
hanging ABS cable.

5Another one goes off the road. Discs
are off and a Discontinuation of Service
notice is issued.
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The FleetWatch team was
transported in a Vito Tourer courtesy
of Gariep Motors in Kimberley. True to
its promise, it is roomy, comfortable
and so easy to drive. Thanks for the
ride Gariep Motors.
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5Enjoying the camaraderie from left: Paul
5FleetWatch Editor Patrick O’Leary

with Mercia Bloem, PBB SA – Provincial
Head of Standard Bank, Northern Cape.

Nordengen, Xoliswa Ngwebelele and Niki
Cronje

Camaraderie

is part

5FleetWatch’s Benjamin

Sibanda tickled the keys of the
piano in the Kimberley City Hall.

of the

events
5Anel Van der Merwe of

5FleetWatch’s ace

organisers, Kendall Harrison
(left) and Linda Reimers.

Bridgestone was a star on both the
theory and practical days.

This lady is a

hugger!
5Patrick O’Leary (second on right) with

the Freightliner crew: Megenthran Naidoo,
Nomusa Madi and Harold Rawbone.

5Standard Bank’s Kathy Bell loves hugging – the
cops and on the right, MBSA’s Nomusa Madi.
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3Stephen Norris of Bridgestone does an
impromptu dance on the stage.
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